ABSTRACT
A method of communication, and apparatus for communication, in which a user is provided with a set of recordings, a device for reproducing the recordings, and a map comprising indicia correlating the recordings so that the recordings from the set may be reproduced in a sequence determined by the user.
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FIG. 4

WHAT IS THE RELATION BETWEEN THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF NITROGEN AND THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF LIFE? 4/1

FIG. 5

THE NEED TO LOOK AT ROCKS, AIR AND LIFE AS AN INTERACTING WHOLE 1/1
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS

This invention relates to communication, and particularly to novel methods and apparatus for interactive communication.

Communication takes place most readily between two individuals in personal conversation. The reactions of each party to the conversation direct the other in an interactive manner which develops a framework of common meaning in which ideas can be exchanged. The farther communication departs from this direct process, the less certain it is that understanding will occur.

A particular application of the arts of communication in which it is not usually possible to use direct conversation as a tool is to the field of education. Group methods, with more or less individual participation, and independent study, necessarily supplant the tutorial method for the bulk of the educational process.

In order to make the best use of the time of gifted and talented teachers, for the most part they find themselves lecturing to large groups with a minimum of class participation. Very large groups can be instructed by such persons with the aid of telecommunication methods, such as television and the like, with the result that there is no direct interaction between the student and the teacher. Such methods have the advantage that they bring to a great many people the talents of a very few individuals.

In similar groups, more individual participation is possible. And a particular advantage of the instruction of smaller classes is that each student can obtain the advantages of the reactions of other students to the material as it is presented, and thus achieve an extended set of associations with the concepts under discussion.

All of the commonly used educational methods, including the tutorial process, have one characteristic in common that may serve as a barrier to the individual student; the path through the material is selected by the teacher. The student is guided along the selected path more or less passively, with interruptions from time to time to test his comprehension of the preceding subject matter so that, if necessary, it can be repeated or amplified.

In attempts to extend the capabilities of teachers by mechanizing their methods, teaching machines have been devised which proceed in a fixed program with interruptions for testing. Then, in response to the correct or incorrect reactions of the student, the machine either repeats or goes forward. Branching systems have been developed in which the same testing approach is used, and the presentation is branched at each test point to supplementary material, or to additional material, in accordance with the responses of the student.

All of the approaches just discussed have certain advantages, but perhaps it might be postulated that the ideal educational process would be one in which a student had the full time attention of a gifted professor, at times of the student’s choosing, and in which the student could control the educational process by interrupting the professor at any time for as long as he liked, with the freedom to ask any question that came to mind and thus direct the professor’s discourse in directions that were personally relevant and important to the student. In that way, the student might ultimately cover all of the ground in a given area of study by traveling paths of his own choosing. Practical devices to achieve this end would most appropriately be called “learning machines” in preference to “teaching machines”, because of the emphasis in the process just described on the learner, in contrast to teacher, direction. As further ideals, it would be best if the student could also have the advantages of the reactions of others to the presentation of the same discourse, and could always receive, in response to a question, a carefully considered answer. Of course, these ideals are not directly attainable, because a student cannot fully occupy large amounts of a professor’s time and, further, could not do so and also obtain the reactions of others. And even the most gifted professor will seldom answer a question spontaneously in just the way that he would if he had the opportunity to think about it, to analyze the reasons for the question, and to assemble the answer in such a form that it would be most clearly responsive to the particular question asked by the particular student.

Among the objects of my invention are to provide an educational process through which a student can obtain a satisfying approximation to a conversation with an expert person on a topic of mutual interest in which the student has the largest possible measure of individual control, through which it is possible to bring the talents of gifted teachers to individuals under conditions of their own choosing, in which the student is benefited by the insights of other students in their reactions to the same subject matter, and in which the student may ask questions and very quickly receive responses which have been carefully prepared in advance, and yet are spontaneously delivered.

Briefly, the above and other objects of my invention are attained by a communication process in which a selected topic is addressed by an authority, and preferably by a noted authority with a warm and responsible personality who is a competent teacher. The first step in the process is to prepare a recorded lecture on the selected subject, in which some effort is made to cover the topic fairly comprehensively, but at the same time in an organized and directed manner that will be intrinsically interesting and even entertaining.

This lecture may be of any selected length, from a few minutes to several hours, but should be such that it could be listened to attentively, all the way through, and stand on its own as a good representative treatment of the subject matter. Of course, it is not possible to cover any subject completely in this way, as a full understanding of a subject requires tautology and digression beyond the scope of an ordered presentation.

Next, the recorded lecture so prepared is presented to a number of listeners, and preferably to a group of students interested in the topic under discussion. They are asked to listen individually to the lecture, and to jot down comments or questions that occur to them as they listen.

It may be that such comments or questions, when collected and analyzed, will dictate modifications in the basic lecture that will improve it, and such can clearly be made by editing. However, it will usually be found that the questions, if responsively answered, will result in digressions from the main theme, or in an expounding of a point from an entirely different point of view that would have been diverting to the theme of the main lecture.

It might be thought that such an empirical process would tend to produce an endless series of questions,
I have chosen the term "interactive lecture" to describe the lecture recordings, answer recordings, and map prepared and produced in the foregoing manner.

A tape recorder and a graphic recorder, such as an Electrowriter receiver, are provided to the student. Typically, he will then place the first lecture tape on the recorder, and begin to listen to it. He may continue to listen until he has gone through the entire lecture, but, due to the interaction permitted by the recordings, experience has shown it to be very unlikely he will do this.

At any time that the user desires, he may stop the lecture, and simply pause for thought. Alternatively, he may repeat a selected portion of the lecture if he finds he has not caught the thought. With the lecture map before him, as he listens to the lecture, he can look over the questions which may suggest themselves, and at any point at which he would like the answer to such a question, he can stop the recorder and remove the lecture tape.

An important facility is that of removing the tape from the recorder without disturbing it in position.

Next, he selects the appropriate answer from the answer tape cassettes, and places them on the recorder for playing back. He can then listen to a more or less extensive answer to the question provided, accompanied if desired with sketches or other written material prepared by the lecturer. He can proceed from there to hear the answers to other questions, or return to the lecture. Since it was not necessary to change the position of the lecture tape, the user can go directly back to the place where he left off in the lecture, and thus resume it without losing his place.

Experience has shown that students voluntarily consume relatively long periods of attentive time in this process, up to several hours, either listening to the lecture, thinking about what they have heard, repeating selected portions, or going off into answer material.

Sometimes, they will ask a question well out of context in the lecture. This individual choice can be accommodated without difficulty because all of the answers are equally available even though their use in a particular sequence is suggested by the lecture map.

The student thus has presented to him a large number of different approaches to the recorded material, from which he can select at will in accordance with his immediate interests and concerns. It has been found that the interaction thus provided between the student and the recorded material stimulates the interest and thus facilitates the comprehension of the student.

The manner in which interactive communication material is prepared in accordance with the invention, its use in the practice of the invention, and the apparatus for using it to produce an interactive communication situation, will best be understood in the light of the following detailed description, together with the accompanying drawings, which together illustrate the invention in various of its exemplary embodiments.

In the drawings,

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective sketch of a learning machine in accordance with the invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective sketch of a cassette suitable for use in the apparatus of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a schematic perspective sketch of a lecture album suitable for use with the cassettes of FIG. 2 in the system of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a lecture map in accordance with the invention;
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary plan sketch of a portion of a particular lecture map in accordance with the basic scheme illustrated in FIG. 4; FIG. 6 is a schematic block and wiring diagram of the recording and reproducing apparatus of the system of FIG. 1; FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective sketch of apparatus used in preparing lecture and answer material in accordance with the invention; FIG. 8 is a fragmentary plan sketch, with parts broken away, illustrating schematically the location of various items of information on a tape used in recording material for use in the system of FIG. 1; and FIG. 9 is a schematic block and wiring diagram of a compensator useful in the system of FIGS. 1 and 6 to eliminate the effects of recorder wow and flutter on pen position signals recorded to control the position of the pen in a graphic recorder forming a part of the apparatus of FIGS. 1 and 6.

Referring to FIG. 1, the apparatus provided to the student or other user of the communication system of my invention may conveniently comprise a desk generally designated 1 having a top forming a console 2 that may be surrounded by a lip as suggested at 3 to prevent miscellaneous objects from rolling behind the desk. On the console 2 are assembled elements with which the student interacts to communicate with the lecturer, and, more indirectly, with those who have assisted the lecturer in assembling the question and answer material provided.

A generally rectangular locating recess 4, in the form of a well in the console 2, is provided to accept a conventional tape recorder 5. The recorder 5 is preferably of the well-known and widely available type that accepts cassettes of magnetic tape. Each such cassette is provided with four tracks, accessible two at a time by reversing the cassette.

For this purpose, the recorder 5 is provided with a well 6 formed to receive the cassette. In the well 6 is a spring suggested at 7 which is stressed by the cassette when inserted, and which serves to aid in ejecting the cassette.

As the cassette is inserted, a resiliently biased latch 8 is moved aside. The latch 8 holds the cassette in position during manipulation of the tape by the recorder. A drive sprocket 9 extends up from the bottom of the well 6 for engagement with the supply reel of the cassette, and a drive sprocket 10 extends upwardly for engagement with the takeup reel of the cassette, all in a conventional manner.

The recorder 5 may be provided with a control panel 11 on which appear conventional controls, including an on-off switch 12, and a volume control knob 13 for adjusting the playback volume, so that the sound produced by a conventional loudspeaker 25 to which the recorder 5 is connected in a conventional manner can be controlled to meet the requirements of the user.

An eject pushbutton 14 is provided which is arranged in a conventional manner to release the latch 8. That allows the cassette to be ejected under the force of the spring 7 to a convenient position for retrieval by the user.

A forward pushbutton 15 is provided which, when depressed, will cause the tape in the cassette to be advanced rapidly onto the takeup reel until the pushbutton is released. Similarly, a rewind button 16 is provided which, when depressed, causes the tape to be rapidly advanced onto the supply reel until the pushbutton is released.

A pushbutton 17 is provided which, when momentarily depressed, will cause the recorder to play a tape in a cassette in position in the well 6. The tape will be played from its position when the button is depressed to the end of the tape, or until a stop button 18 is depressed, which causes the apparatus to stop and await a further signal.

A recess 26 in the console 2 accepts a graphic recorder generally designated 27, which may be an Electrowriter receiver of the type described above, or any other conventional form of graphic chart recorder which can respond to recorded signals by reproducing handwritten material such as words, phrases, formulae, sketches or the like. For this purpose, the recorder 27 is provided with a supply of paper in the form of a strip 28 which extends through a writing space defined by a frame 29 forming a part of the recorder 27, and thence through an outlet slot 30 for disposal as it is used and moved to provide a fresh writing surface.

If desired, a conventional pushbutton 31 may be disposed on the front of the desk 1 for access by the user to supply a signal to the recorder 27 to cause it to advance paper to a fresh writing position. Alternatively, and in the usual case, automatic signals will be provided to the recorder to cause it to advance as the lecturer has determined would be desirable to provide a fresh writing surface during the course of his presentation of either a lecture or an answer. As supplied to the purchaser, the Victor Electrowriter facsimile receiver is provided with means for either manually advancing paper, or for advancing the paper automatically in response to automatic movement of a recording stylus 32 to a prescribed corner of the frame 29.

The stylus 32 is provided with an arm 33 automatically positioned in response to signals supplied by the tape recorder 5 in a manner to be described below, and has a head 34 carrying a pen nib 35 to which ink is supplied for the purpose of writing on the paper 28 when the stylus 32 is moved about the paper. The stylus 32 has a home position which is assumed when it is not in use, with the pen off the paper, and it is supplied with a "pen down" signal to cause it, once it has been moved into writing position, to make contact with the paper when directed.

Associated with each lecture and answer series, and supplied for use with the apparatus of FIG. 1, is a lecture map schematically indicated at 36. As suggested in FIG. 1, the lecture map provides indicia indicating the topic of the lecture, and under that an outline of the lecture on which phrases identifying selected portions of the lecture appear. Associated with each of these lecture topics may be questions written out on the lecture map, any of which may be selected by the user, when desired, for answering by reference to the recorded material on the answer tape, to be described. The tape recorder 5 and graphic recorder 27 are thus used in conjunction with the lecture map to allow the user to select his path through the available material.

FIG. 2 shows a typical cassette adapted for use in the system of FIG. 1. The cassette may be of the conventional form such as produced by the North American Philips Corporation under the name "Philips Compact Cassette", or other cassettes manufactured to the same specifications by other suppliers.

The cassette contains a pair of reels on which a strip of magnetic tape 37 is disposed. The tape and its supply
and take-up reels are disposed in a housing 38 provided with a playback aperture such as 39 adapted to allow a set of playback heads to engage the tape 37 to reproduce recordings thereon. Ports are provided as at 40 to accept locating pins in the recorder 5, and ports such as 41 are provided to accept a drive capstan, in one or the other of the ports 41 depending on whether the cassette is placed with a side 42 of the housing downward in the recorder well 6, or whether that side is placed upward. That allows the tape to be played in both directions, with two tracks of the four available being played in each direction of movement of the tape. The cassette 38 may be provided with a panel 43 in which a number, such as 8 in FIG. 2, may be inscribed to designate the side of the cassette as a particular one in an ordered series of recordings for addressing purposes. An opening 44 in the cassette housing accepts one or the other of the drive sprockets 9 and 10 in FIG. 1, depending on the orientation of the cassette, and an opening 45 accepts the other of the drive sprockets 9 and 10. Thus, depending on the orientation of the cassette in the well 6, one reel serves as a take-up reel and the other serves as a supply reel. If desired, only one side of the cassette may be employed, for simplicity in accessing, and in that case, the reel driven through the recess 44 may be considered the supply reel and the other reel accessed through the recess 45 may be considered the take-up reel.

The rolls of tape inside the cassette 38 are marked at intervals by distinctively colored bands such as 46. The bands 46 may be white, black, red, yellow or any other color that serves to distinguish them from the usual brown color of the magnetic oxide coated tape. These bands may be counted from the center of the take-up reel, and transcribed by a conventional window 47 provided in the wall such as 42 of the cassette. Thus, the bands may be numbered by counting outwardly from the center of the take-up reel, for example, and the entry points into the tape thus provided may be termed bands 1, 2, 3, etc., for access purposes.

If both sides of the tape are used, these distinctive bands 46 will extend only along the edges of one side of the tape, or, for example, halfway through the tape, so that they may be differently disposed on different sides of the tape if both sides are used. That matter of choice will be sufficiently apparent; for simplicity, the further aspects of the invention will be described on the assumption that only one side of the tape is used for each cassette.

The cassettes such as 38 may be provided with an additional panel 48 on which the title and author, for example, of the lecture and answer material may be displayed. Conveniently, a number of the cassettes 38 corresponding to one lecture and answer series may be disposed in an album comprising a box 49 having compartments such as 50 to accept a set of the cassettes, labelled as suggested in FIG. 3 from 1 through 9. A cover 51 hinged to the box 49 may be provided with a fastener 52 cooperating with a similar fastener 53 on a side of the box 49, so that the set of lecture and answer material can be handled as a closed package and filed in a library in the manner of a book. As indicated in FIG. 3, the title and author of the material can also be inscribed on the outside of the box 49 to facilitate filing and retrieval in this manner.

FIGS. 4 and 5 show features of the lecture map 36 of FIG. 1 in progressively more detail. As indicated in FIG. 4, each point in the lecture outline is associated with an address inscribed on the lecture map adjacent the sentence or phrases that identify that topic.

Referring to FIG. 3, the lecture material may, for example, occupy the first three cassettes labelled 1, 2 and 3 in the box 49. At convenient pauses in the lecture, colored bands such as 46 may be placed on the tape to more finely divide the addresses of the main points in the lecture within a given cassette.

For example, referring to FIG. 5, the first topic in a typical lecture is identified by the words "The need to look at rocks, air, and life as an interacting whole." The address 1/1 is inscribed on the lecture map 36 adjacent this topic identification. The significance of that address is that the material in question begins on cassette 1 at band 1, so that the first distinctive band 46, when wound onto the take-up reel, will be followed by the portion in question.

A designating line 58, as of a distinctive colored band or the like, may be inscribed on the lecture map to bound the lecture outline and set it off from the other material on the map 36. Associated with the various topics in the lecture outline are the several questions that have been selected for inscribing on the map that the student may desire answers to. These are set off by brackets for each group of one or more questions, such as the bracket 59, and led to the outline topics by distinctively colored lead lines such as 60 that associate the questions with the lecture topics.

As shown in FIG. 4, each question bears its own address in the file of material. For example, as shown in FIG. 5, the question "What is the relation between the presence or absence of nitrogen and the presence or absence of life?" is associated with lecture topic 1. This question has the address 4/1, which means that it is to be found in cassette 4 at band 1. The address 4/5, for example, would mean that the desired material would be located in cassette 4 just beyond the point at which the fifth distinctive band 46 had been wound onto the take-up reel.

FIG. 6 illustrates the essential aspects of the control apparatus required in the recorder 5 to make use of recorded tapes in the communication system of the invention. The tape 37 is shown very schematically as disposed between a take-up reel 61 and a supply reel 62 for movement past two playback heads 63 and 64. Additional heads may be provided to cooperate with other tracks on the tape 37, for purposes to appear.

The heads 63 and 64 may be connected to leads 65 and 66, respectively, thence through the separate armatures of a ganged double pole, double throw switch 52 to suitable amplifiers 67 and 68, respectively. The switch 51 may close circuits from the heads to the amplifiers when the play pushbutton 17 is depressed, and open these circuits when a stop pushbutton 18 in FIG. 1 is depressed.

The amplifier 67 may be a conventional audio amplifier, having a gain controllable by the volume control knob 13 in FIG. 1. The amplifier 67 supplies an output signal to the loudspeaker schematically indicated at 25 in FIG. 6.

The amplifier 68 may be a conventional amplifier having an output connected to a compensator 69 with which the effects of wow and playback in the recorded Electrowriter signals can be reduced. Without such compensation, I have found that even very high quality tape recorders produce so much wow and flutter that the recorded Electrowriter signals cannot be properly reproduced. The reason is that the position signals for
the recording pen arm 33 are in the form of frequency modulated carrier signals, with the modulation band being below 200 cycles per second. For example, a typical carrier may be at 1400 cycles plus or minus 90 cycles per second, depending on the pen position about a particular axis. These fluctuations are in the band in which wow and flutter can be expected to occur most prominently, i.e., in the band between zero and 120 cycles per second. Thus, unless compensation is applied, even minor amounts of flutter can significantly disturb the signals. However, a compensator of the type to be described below, effectively reduces this sort of distortion well below an acceptable outer limit.

The output signals from the compensator 69 are applied to a conventional demodulator 70 which takes the frequency modulated signals from the compensator and transforms them into x, y and pen down signals for the recorder 27. The x and y signals govern the orthogonal coordinates of the position of the stylus 32 on the portion of the paper 28 within the frame 29 in FIG. 1, and the pen down signal, when present, moves the pen 35 into contact with the paper 28 so that the paper can be written upon.

The x signal may be recorded as a variation within plus or minus 90 cycles of a 1400 cycle tone. The y signal may be recorded as a variation within plus or minus 140 cycles of a 2200 cycle tone. The pen down signal can be recorded as a steady 120 cycle per second frequency variation superimposed on either one or the other of the modulating carriers. The pen down signal does not disturb the other signals, because it is at such a high frequency that the pen will not follow it. A pilot signal having a fixed frequency of, for example, 3080 Hz, is preferably recorded with the position signals, for use in the compensator in a manner to be described.

As noted above, the Electrowriter facsimile receiver provides a switch closure when the stylus 32 is moved to bring the pen 35 to a predetermined corner of the writing frame 29. When this occurs, a signal appears in a lead 71 that is supplied to an amplifier 72 to produce a suitable pulse for setting a conventional flip flop 73.

When set, the flip flop 73 provides a suitable voltage level at its logic 1 output terminal that is applied to an amplifier 74 to cause it to produce drive current for a conventional paper feed motor 75. The motor 75 operates conventional drive rollers 76 to advance the paper 28 by a sufficient distance to produce one fresh paper frame. The drive shaft 77 of the motor, connected to the drive rolls 76 through suitable gearing, is also suitably geared to a cam schematically indicated at 78 which momentarily closes a switch 79 after one revolution of the shaft 77 to cause an amplifier 80 to reset the flip flop 73.

FIG. 7 shows the apparatus necessary to produce recorded lecture and answer material in accordance with the invention. Basically, this apparatus comprises means for making original recordings, from which the final recordings can be edited by conventional methods for incorporation in the cassettes to be included in the album of FIG. 3.

The apparatus essentially comprises a microphone schematically indicated at 81, preferably provided with a conventional pushbutton switch such as 82 to provide a switching signal, carried with the audio signal from the microphone 81 over a cable 83 to a conventional tape recorder 84 with which recordings can be made. The apparatus is arranged in a conventional manner, such that pushing the button 82 will enable the recorder 84 to begin recording a voice picked up by the microphone 81.

A graphic recording transmitter generally designated 85 is preferably also associated with the recorder 84. The transmitter 85 may be a conventional Electrowriter transmitter of the type referred to above. Basically, such a transmitter comprises a housing 86 provided with means forming a frame 87 in which a portion of a strip of paper 88 is displayed to form a writing frame.

A pen 89 is adapted to be inserted into a follower 90. The follower 90 may be connected to a pair of ferromagnetic elements movable along generally orthogonal axes to vary the frequency of a pair of oscillators in accordance with the x and y coordinates of the position of the pen 89 on the paper 88. The follower 90 may also be connected to means for operating a switch when the pen 89 is movable to a predetermined corner of the recording frame, to produce a signal that will advance the paper 88 to provide a fresh writing surface.

The pen 89 is connected to the housing 86 over a flexible cable 91. The cable 91 serves to keep the pen 89 in the vicinity of the recorder, and also serves to carry an electrical switching signal provided by a microswitch in the housing of the pen 89 to supply a pen down signal for recording with the position signals when the pen 89 is picked up and the end inserted in the follower 90. Signals produced by the transmitter 85 are supplied to the recorder 84 over a suitable cable 92.

A local oscillator is preferably provided in the transmitter to supply a pilot signal at a frequency of, for example, 3080 Hz. This signal is recorded on one track of the tape 37 in superposition with the carrier signals for the x and y axis positions of the recording stylus.

In producing recorded lecture and answer material for use in accordance with the invention, the apparatus of FIG. 7 may be placed on a desk at which the lecturer is seated, so that he can initiate the recording of his voice by pushing the button 82 and speaking into the microphone 81. At any time during the course of the lecture or answer that he is giving, he can illustrate his remarks with the pen 89 to record corresponding signals on the tape.

FIG. 8 illustrates one manner in which the tape 37 can be utilized for the purposes of the invention. The tape 37 may be a conventional Mylar base tape on which a magnetic oxide coating is provided. A pair of sufficiently spaced tracks 93 and 94 are assigned for recording the voice and graphic recorder signals from the transmitter 85, respectively. If desired, another track 95 may be assigned for recording various cueing functions, such as signals for activating a random access slide projector or the like, to show slides illustrating portions of the lecture as it proceeds.

The address bands 46 may be painted, cemented, or spliced on the tape in pauses between paragraphs in the lecture, or in (preferably more widely spaced) separations between recorded answers. Alternatively, the bands 46 may be placed on the reverse side of the tape 37 in such a way as not to interfere with the recording of signals over them for the lecture. For answer material, it is desired to leave reasonably long spaces that will occupy at least several seconds in playing, so that the answers will not be confused with each other.

A compensator 69 suitable for use in the apparatus of FIG. 6 will next be described in connection with FIG. 9. The compensator to be described is more fully shown and described in copending U.S. application for Letters.
Patent, Ser. No. 294,316, now U.S. Pat. No. 3,810,188, 10
issued on May 7, 1974, filed at the same time as this 15
application by T. A. O. Gross and Stewart W. Wilson 20
for Frequency Deviation Compensation System and 25
assigned to the assignee of this application.

The compensator 68 receives the output signal from 30
the amplifier 68 which has been reproduced from a 35
recording, on either an answer or a lecture tape, in the 40
manner described above. The output signal from the 45
amplifier 68 is applied to three band pass filters 96, 97 50
and 98.

The filter 96 is designed to pass signals at the 1400 55
Hz carrier frequency \( f_1 \) for the x axis signal and its 60
accompanying frequency modulations \( \pm \Delta f_{in} \), together 65
with enough pass bandwidth to take care of the maxi- 70
mum excursion frequency that is expected to occur 75
because of variations in recording and playback speed 80
due to wow and flutter. The frequency of the output 85
signal from the filter 96 may be expressed as \( f_1 \pm \Delta f_{in} \) 90
where \( \Delta f_{in} \) is the noise frequency deviation introduced 95
by the carrier flutter.

The filter 97 is designed to pass signals at the pilot 100
frequency \( f_p \) of 3080 Hz, together with the expected 105
variations \( \pm \Delta f_{pn} \) in that frequency due to noise. This 110
frequency can be expressed as \( f_p \pm \Delta f_{pn} \).

The filter 98 is designed to pass signals at the carrier 115
frequency \( f_2 \) of 2200 Hz for the y axis signal, together 120
with its modulation \( \pm \Delta f_{st} \) and the fluctuations \( \pm \Delta f_{st} \) 125
due to speed variations. The output signal from this 130
filter may be expressed as \( f_2 \pm \Delta f_{st} \pm \Delta f_{st} \).

The noise frequency components of the signals pro- 135
duced by the filters 96, 97, and 98 will be proportional 140
to the carrier frequencies. Since the only deviation 145
from the pilot frequency is due to noise, that deviation 150
is employed in the apparatus to be described to eli- 155
minate the noise components from the information signals 160
produced by the filters 96 and 98.

The output signal from any of the filters, but in the 165
embodiment here shown, the filter 96 is applied to a 170
level detector 99 which produces energizing current for 175
the winding 121 of a relay RK when the carrier signal 180
from the filter 96 is present above a predetermined 185
level. The relay RK closes contacts 122 to supply the 190
output signal from the compensator to the demodulator 195
57 in FIG. 4. The relay is introduced in order to prevent 200
noises from carrying the pen to move about in a random 205
fashion when no command signal is present.

The output signal from the filter 96 is also applied to 210
the input terminal of an amplifier limiter 100. The 215
amplifier limiter 100 produces an output signal that 220
includes the frequency content of the input signal and 225
is limited to a fixed amplitude. This signal is supplied to 230
a conventional modulator 101, where it is modulated with 235
a 1780 Hz signal shifted by the noise frequency and 240
obtained from the pilot signal in a manner next to be 245
described.

The output signal from the band pass filter 97 is 250
applied to an amplifier limiter 102, which produces an 255
output signal having a fixed amplitude and the fre- 260
quency content of the input signal, which as it will be 265
recalled is 3080Hz shifted by the deviations due to wow 270
and flutter. This output signal is applied to a harmonic 275
selector 103, which selects and passes the 5th harmonic, 280
or 15,400 cycles, plus or minus five times the noise 285
content. This signal may be expressed, as to its 290
frequency content, by the expression \( 5f_p \pm 5\Delta f_{pn} \). This 295
signal is supplied to a modulator 104 of any conven- 300
tional construction, where it is modulated by a 35,000 305
Hz signal from a local oscillator 105.

The modulator 104 may be a conventional mixer, but 310
is preferably of the type in which the input signal, here 315
15,400 shifted by the noise deviations, is chopped by an 320
electronic switch at a rate determined by the 35,000 Hz 325
reference frequency. The output signal of the modula- 330
tor 104 contains a number of modulation products, 335
including sum and difference frequencies centered at 340
50,400 Hz and 19,600 Hz, respectively.

Either of these signals may be used for noise compen- 345
sation purposes, but in the illustrated embodiment the 350
difference signal centered at 19,600 Hz is selected by a 355
band pass filter 106. The output signal from the filter 360
106 may be expressed as 19,600 Hz \( \pm 5\Delta f_{rn} \).

This signal is supplied from the band pass filter 106 to 365
a Schmitt trigger circuit 107 which produces a square 370
wave at the fundamental frequency of 19,600 Hz \( \pm 5\Delta f_{rn} \). 375
The signal from the Schmitt trigger 107 is applied to 380
the counting input terminals of two binary counters 385
108 and 109.

The counter 108 may be of conventional construc- 390
tion, except that it is arranged to count in normal as- 395
sisting binary sequence to decimal 11, and then to 400
recycle, through suitable conventional gates provided, 405
to produce a carry signal at each 11th count and reset 410
to 0 to begin again. The output signal from the counter 415
108 is thus a square wave at a fundamental frequency 420
of 19,600/11 \( \approx (5/11)\Delta f_{pn} \), or 1780 \( \approx (5/11)\Delta f_{pn} \). It 425
should be noted that the sign of the noise component is 430
inverted by reason of the difference signal taken from 435
the output of the modulator 104 by the band pass filter 440
106. Wow and flutter in recording and playback will 445
affect the frequency of a recorded signal in proportion 450
to its frequency; furthermore, the carrier frequency of 455
1400 Hz is 5/11 of the pilot frequency of 3080 Hz. 460
Accordingly, the signal \( \pm \Delta f_{st} \pm \Delta f_{st} \) is equal in frequency but 465
opposite in sign to the signal component \( \approx (5/11)\Delta f_{pn} \).

The signal from the counter 108 is used to modulate 470
the information signal from the amplifier 100 in the 475
modulator 101. This modulator may also be of any 480
conventional design, but as for other modulators to be 485
described, it is preferably of the type in which the input 490
frequency from the amplifier 100 is chopped by the 495
reference frequency from the counter 108.

The output signal from the modulator 101 includes 500
both sum and difference frequencies. The sum fre- 505
quency centered at 3180 Hz is selected by a band pass 510
filter 110.

The components of the sum signal include the noise 515
components in opposite senses, so that they cancel. 520
The output signal from the filter 110 may thus be ex- 525
pressed as 3180 \( \pm \Delta f_{st} \). This signal is applied to a con- 530
ventional modulator 111, of the type described above, 535
in which it is modulated with a fixed 1780 Hz reference 540
frequency from a local oscillator 112. This local oscilla- 545
tor, and other local oscillators to be described, are 550
preferably crystal controlled oscillators designed to 555
maintain a constant relationship to the frequency of the 560
oscillator 105.

The difference signal component of the modulation 565
products produced by the modulator 111 is selected in 570
a band pass filter 113 that produces an output signal at 575
1400 Hz \( \pm \Delta f_{st} \). This is the desired compensated x axis 580
frequency signal. It is applied to a summing amplifier 585
114 for application to the demodulator when the relay 590
RK is energized.
While the invention has been described with respect to particular details of preferred embodiments, many changes and variations will occur to those skilled in the art upon reading this description, and such can obviously be made without departing from the scope of the invention.

Having thus described the invention, what is claimed is:

1. A learning machine, comprising a first sound recording on which a lecture is recorded, a second sound recording on which a set of answers to questions that may be raised by the lecture is recorded, means for selectively reproducing the lecture and answers from the records in any desired sequence, and a map on which there is perceptibly recorded an outline of the lecture, a set of questions to which the answers have been recorded, and, for each such question, indicia indicating a primary relevance to a particular topic of the lecture and indicia enabling the user to locate the answer on said second record, said questions and said outline being simultaneously perceptible so that the possible relevance of all questions is suggested whether or not the lecture topic of primary relevance is then being reproduced.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising indicia on said second sound recording correlated with said indicia on said map.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, in which said answers are recorded on said second sound recording in spaced sequential regions, and in which said indicia on said second sound recording is located in the spaces between said regions.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, in which said recorded lectures and answers comprise sound sequences accompanied by graphic displays, and in which said reproducing means comprises sound reproducing means for reproducing said sound sequences and a graphic recorder for reproducing said graphic displays.

5. In combination, a tape recorder, at least one cassette of magnetic tape on which there is a recorded lecture adapted to be reproduced on said recorder, at least a second cassette of magnetic tape on which a series of answers to predetermined questions are recorded in a series of spaced sequential regions, said tape in said second cassette being visually marked in the spaces between said regions to facilitate the location of an answer in said series, and a lecture map bearing simultaneously visible indicia identifying points in said lecture, indicia associating questions each answerable by an answer in said series with said points, and indicia associating each such question with the visual marking on said second tape to facilitate the location of the answer to the associated question.

6. In combination, a tape recorder adapted to reproduce signals recorded on at least two tracks on a tape, a graphic recorder adapted to respond to applied position signals to produce a graphic display, at least one tape having first and second tracks, a lecture recorded on said first track, at least one set of position signals representing a graphic display to accompany a portion of said lecture recorded on said second track adjacent the region on said first track on which said portion is recorded, at least a second tape and a third tape each having at least one track on which at least the answer to one question that may be raised by said lecture is recorded, a map bearing simultaneously visible indicia associating various points in said lecture with the questions to which said answers have been recorded and
associating said questions with the particular one of said second tape and said third tape on which the corresponding answer is recorded, and means operatively connecting said tape recorder to said graphic recorder for applying position signals reproduced from a tape to said graphic recorder.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, in which there is a second track on said second tape on which there is recorded at least one set of position signals representing a graphic display to accompany a portion of at least one answer on said second tape, said position signals being recorded on said second tape adjacent the region on said first track on which said portion of said answer is recorded.

8. The apparatus of claim 6, in which a pilot signal at constant frequency is recorded on said second track simultaneously with said series of position signals, and in which said means operatively connecting said tape recorder to said graphic recorder comprises means controlled by said pilot signal and said series of position signals for compensating said position signals to reduce the effects of wow and flutter on the graphic display produced by the graphic recorder.

9. An interactive learning system, comprising reproducing means for reproducing signals recorded on a record, at least a first record on which a lecture is recorded, at least a second and a third record on each of which at least one answer to a question that may be raised by said lecture is recorded, identifying means on said second and said third records to identify the answers so that they can be selectively located and reproduced by said reproducing means, a lecture map on which an outline of points in said lecture is perceptibly recorded, those questions answered on said second and said third records being perceptibly recorded on said map in association with those recorded points on said map most relevant to each question, and means perceptibly recorded on said map adjacent each recorded question for locating the associated answer by reference to said identifying means on said second and said third records.

10. A learning system, comprising a tape recorder for reproducing at least two independent signals from a record, a graphic recorder responsive to an applied series of position signals to produce a graphic display, means for applying one of said signals from said tape recorder to said graphic recorder, a loudspeaker, means for applying the other of said signals from said tape recorder to said loudspeaker, at least a first record on which two independent signals are recorded, one of said signals on said first record comprising a lecture adapted to be reproduced by said loudspeaker and the other of said signals on said first record comprising at least one series corresponding to a graphic display accompanying a portion of said lecture and recorded on said first record in a location adjacent said portion of said lecture, at least a second and a third record on each of which two independent signals are recorded, one of said signals on each of said second and third records corresponding to an answer to a question that may be raised by said lecture and adapted to be reproduced by said loudspeaker and the other of said signals on each of said second and said third records comprising at least one series corresponding to a graphic display accompanying said answer and recorded on each of said second and said third records adjacent that answer, and means for associating the question to which the answers on said second and said third records are responsive with the one of said second and said third records on which the associated answers appear.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, in which said means for applying said signal to said graphic recorder comprises means for compensating the applied signal for frequency deviations occurring during the recording and reproducing process.

12. An interactive learning system, comprising a console, a cassette tape recorder mounted on said console, said tape recorder being of the type which will accept a tape cassette and selectively play the tape, stop the tape, move the tape backwards and forwards to locate a desired place on the tape, and eject the cassette without changing the position of the tape in the cassette, at least a first tape cassette on which is recorded a lecture, at least a second tape cassette on which there is recorded a spaced series of answers to questions that may occur to a listener to the lecture, means perceptibly coding said second cassette to facilitate the location of individual ones of said answers, and a lecture map on which there is perceptibly recorded an outline of points in the lecture, questions to which answers have been recorded, means associating the questions with the points of the lecture to which they are most relevant, and means associating each question with the perceptible coding on said second cassette to permit the location of the answer to each question for selective playback, all of said questions being simultaneously displayed to allow an association with any question at any time during the playing of the lecture recorded on said first tape cassette, whereby a user can listen to a portion of said lecture, interrupt the lecture to refer to the answer to a desired question, the selection of the question to be answered being guided but not forced by the indicia on said lecture map under the influence of the portion of the lecture tape being played, and then resume the lecture without losing the place at which it was interrupted.

13. An interactive learning system which answers questions raised by a student in connection with a lecture, said system comprising a record sheet, upon one side of which are perceptibly recorded: an outline of the lecture; groupings of written questions which the system is prepared to answer, the groupings each being connected by a line to the item in the outline corresponding to the part of the lecture in connection with which the questions in the grouping arise, the questions in each grouping being ordered in the order in which they tend to arise to a person listening to the related section of the lecture; and the questions bearing indicia for use in accessing the desired answer; a first audio record on which said lecture is recorded; a second audio record on which answers to said questions are recorded; and means for selectively audibly reproducing said lecture and answers from the records.

14. An interactive communication system with which an individual may approximate a learning conversation between himself and an expert person, the system comprising an audio lecture recording made by the expert person and focused on a specific topic; an audio answer recording comprising answers recorded by the expert to questions arising from the lecture recording; a map showing simultaneously the locations of lecture material, questions answered in the answer recordings, the locations in the answer recording of those answers, and indicating a direct relationship between each question and the most relevant portion of the lecture; and means
for audibly reproducing and accessing selected portions of the lecture recording and selected answers.

15. An interactive learning system, comprising a receptacle, means forming a series of containers in said receptacle, a first set of records in a second set of said containers, a second set of records in a second set of said containers, a lecture recorded on the records of said first set, a set of answers to questions that may be raised by said lecture recorded on the records of said second set, means for selectively reproducing the lecture and answers from said records in any desired sequence, and a map on one side of which there is perceptibly inscribed an outline of topics of the lecture, a set of questions to which the answers have been recorded, and, for each such question, indicia indicating a primary relevance to a particular topic of said lecture and indicia enabling the user to locate the answer on one of said second set of records.

16. In an interactive communication system, a first cassette comprising a housing, a strip of recording tape mounted in said housing for movement over a range of positions relative to a playback station in said housing, at least two recorded sound signals on said tape in spaced locations, means perceptibly coding the spaces between said locations to facilitate the location of each of said signals for selective playback, said signals comprising answers to a set of questions relevant to a lecture, and further comprising a second cassette, said second cassette comprising a second housing, a second strip of recording tape mounted in said second housing for movement over a range of positions relative to a playback station in said second housing, a recorded signal on said tape corresponding to said lecture, means for selectively reproducing said lecture and answers from said records, and a map on which there is inscribed for simultaneous display an outline of topics of the lecture, indicia identifying the set of questions to which answers are recorded on said first recited cassette, and, for each such question, indicia indicating a primary relevance to a particular topic in the lecture and indicia enabling the user to locate the answer on said tape in said first recited cassette.